Techniques for Planning a
Successful Will

T

here are many reasons why every
adult should have a valid, thoughtful
and carefully planned will.
Your will is a legally binding but completely amendable document that can guarantee that your most important lifetime

decisions and desires will be honored
and realized after your death. It is usually a
document written and executed – with the
vitally important assistance of a competent
attorney – in accordance with certain formalities prescribed by state law.
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Your will is one of the most important
documents you will ever sign. For it is by
means of your will that you can dispose
of all the property accumulated in your
lifetime, contribute to the financial security of your beneficiaries, benefit causes
you think important and memorialize
your own existence.
Your will is an important tool by which
you can direct who, specifically, will
receive your property when you die. In the
absence of a will, the state will distribute
your property as directed by certain inflexible and impersonal state laws – and in
ways that could violate your every wish.
But there is a lot more to a thoughtful
and well-planned will than simply selecting the beneficiaries of your estate.
In your will you have an opportunity to
be sure that the distribution of your property will be a lasting expression of your
own particular life. You may arrange, by
will, a special tribute to your husband or
wife, establish a memorial in the names of
your deceased parents, aid an impoverished friend or remember favorite relatives with gifts of personal property.
Consider for a moment the importance
of leaving a particular property – a property with certain sentimental value – to
a selected beneficiary and you will appreciate that your will is more than a business document. It should be warm and
human – a reflection of your personal
values and lifestyle.

Your will can nominate persons whom
you’d like to be the guardians of your
minor children if they should become
orphans. A court normally respects such
wishes. But in the absence of a will
expressing such wishes, a court must
appoint guardians not necessarily of your
choice. And courts must generally create
rigid, cumbersome and expensive guardianship arrangements. (If a father of minor
children dies without a will, a court can
appoint the surviving mother guardian of
the children and order her to incur the
costs of posting bond and reporting all
expenditures of assets belonging to the
minor children. A provision in a will can
avoid such costs and bother.)
Certainly you will want the guardians
of your children to reflect your values and
your lifestyle. In your thoughtful will you
can take steps to control the influences
that will be present in your children’s
environment after your death.
Your attorney can help you phrase your
will to minimize the taxes your estate may
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INTESTACY
This booklet is directed primarily to
techniques for planning your will as a
thoughtful, efficient and warmly human
document. However, a few words about
intestacy may be helpful.

owe – and to maximize the amount of
your property that will actually go to
your beneficiaries.
If you question whether your survivors
would really be qualified to manage and
budget their inheritance after your death,
your will can be arranged to guarantee
them all the rewards and advantages of
property ownership – without its burdens
and bothers.
You can arrange, by will, to make meaningful memorial gifts to your favorite
charitable, religious, educational, health
or cultural organization or institution. The
cost of such bequests can often be reduced
if your will is planned to take advantage
of major tax deductions that Congress has
provided for this very purpose.
In your will you can and should name
an executor to carry out the directions in
your will and to help your family with
any of the special personal or business
problems that may arise after your death.

In the absence of a valid will, a courtappointed administrator will collect your
property and distribute it to certain relatives designated by state law – or, if no
such relatives can be found, to the state
itself. The administrator is mandated to
take such action by “intestacy” laws. They
are called “intestacy” laws because one
who dies without a will is said to die
“intestate.”
Each state has its own intestacy laws
and they vary greatly from state to state.
But the following examples show the general scheme of intestate distribution.
Assume you are married and leave no
will. Under our variety of state intestacy
laws, any of the following is possible,
depending on where you reside at death:
n

Your property would generally go onethird to your spouse and the balance to
the children equally. Depending upon
the size of estate, your spouse could
easily be left dependent upon your children. Indeed, in some states the share
passing to a widow or widower is even
less than one-third of the estate.
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n

If you have no children, you might
want all your property to go to your
spouse. But he or she might get only a
part of it. Other parts might go to your
parents or to your brothers and sisters.
Again, every state has different laws –
and these laws change from time to
time. So certainty is out of the question
when you do not have a valid will.

n

Your spouse might not be granted ownership of your property at all, but only
the use and benefits of it (or of only
one-third of it). And he or she would be
powerless to choose to whom the
remainder would go at death.

n

If your spouse and children have died,
or if you are unmarried, you might like
us to receive all or part of your estate.
But that cannot happen without a will.
At your death, a court-appointed
administrator would search for your
“next of kin.” Your estate could go to a
wealthy distant cousin whom you’ve
never even met. Or no relative might be
found and your estate would become
the property of the state.

Clearly, every adult should have a
thoughtful, skillfully drafted will to ensure
accomplishment – after death – of as many
of his or her objectives as possible.
You may have questions at this point
about your own need for a will or about
whether your spouse or other family
member needs a will.

Most of my property is owned jointly. Do I
still need a will? Yes, you do – and so does
your joint owner. It’s true that most jointly owned property passes automatically
to the surviving joint owner and does not
pass under the will of the deceased joint
owner. But what will happen to the property when the surviving joint owner dies?
And who can predict who the survivor
will be? Clearly, a will is necessary to
carry out the wishes of the owner.
And what happens if the joint owners
die at the same time? It’s clear that joint
ownership is not a reason to pass up your
right to dispose of the property you have
accumulated with a lifetime of effort.
My husband has a will. Do I need one, too?
A married woman needs a will even if she
holds little or no property in her own
name. Suppose the husband dies first and
leaves all or a part of his property to his
wife. Then the wife dies without a will.
All the property she inherited would be
distributed according to arbitrary state
laws of intestacy. The husband’s wellthought-out plans would be frustrated.
A married woman with property in her
name certainly needs a will. In the
absence of a will, the state intestacy laws
will determine her beneficiaries. These
laws may give her husband too little – or
too much – of her property. A carefully
planned will, drafted with good tax and
legal advice, is very important for every
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DO SOME “HOMEWORK” BEFORE
MEETING WITH YOUR ATTORNEY
In order to do the best possible job of
drafting a will that can ensure accomplishment of your real objectives, your
attorney must obtain from you a great
deal of factual information.

married woman – especially if she owns
property in her own name.
But I’m a single woman. I don’t need a will,
do I? The single woman needs a will in
which to express her choice of beneficiaries and executor, to create trusts for young
or inexperienced beneficiaries and to benefit the charitable causes she believes are
important.
I live in a community property state. Do I
need a will? In community property states,
everything earned or acquired by either
spouse after marriage is generally community property – owned equally by each
spouse. When one spouse dies, his or her
one-half interest will pass under the terms
of his or her will. The surviving spouse, of
course, keeps his or her own one-half
interest. A will is a practical way for either
spouse to dispose of his or her one-half
interest in a way that reflects his or her
personal desires and the needs of intended beneficiaries.

Before making an appointment with
your attorney to discuss the planning (or
changing) of your will, it will be mutually
helpful if you prepare a “fact sheet” containing the following kinds of information:
n

Your name, Social Security number,
birthday and birthplace.

n

Wife’s or husband’s name, Social Security
number, birthday and birthplace.

n

Names and ages of children.

n

Residential address. If more than one,
list each. Which is your “voting
address”? “Income tax address”?

n

Date and place of present marriage.
Where can marriage license be found?
Copy of prenuptial agreement (if any)?

n

Names of former husbands or wives
now deceased. Have there been
divorces? Where? Contested? By whom?
Have there been separations? By court
action? Agreement? Copy of separation
agreement (if any).

n

Names, ages, addresses of closest relatives – and nature of relationships.
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n

Names, ages, addresses of persons you
wish to make beneficiaries.

n

Where are copies of your income tax
and (if any) gift tax returns? Who prepared or helped prepare them? Name?
Address? Do you have an accountant?
Name? Address?

n

Real estate owned. Individually or jointly? Estimated value? Cost basis?
Mortgage?

n

Total assets. Nature and estimated value
of each? Cost basis?

n

Total debts. To whom? Addresses?
Nature of liabilities? When incurred?

n

Your employer’s name and address.
Name and address of your wife’s or
husband’s employer.

n

Do you or your wife or husband have
stock-purchase plans? Stock options?
Buy-sell agreements? Employment contracts? Pension or profit-sharing rights?
Other employment benefits? How
payable at death?

n

Life insurance policies on your life?
Wife’s or husband’s life? Which owned
by you? By others? Annuity policies?
Owned by you? Each policy number,
principal amount, beneficiary, loan
against, insurance company name and
address, etc.

n

Have you established a trust? Are you

the beneficiary of a trust? Have copy of
trust instrument? Power of appointment
under any will or trust? Have copy of
document?
Such a “fact sheet” should be regularly
updated. Place a date on each. There
should be copies not only for your attorney but also for your executor, trustee,
wife or husband and perhaps some close
relatives.

“BEQUESTS”
You can accomplish some of your objectives by making “bequests.” A bequest is
simply defined as a transfer of property
under a will. But in planning your will,
you should be aware of the different
forms of bequests that can be used to
accomplish your purposes.
A specific bequest directs that a specific
thing be given to a specific beneficiary –
the crystal goblets to Sara, the power tools
to David, the three Victorian chairs to
Beth. (As we said before, your will can be
a very human thing, not just a cold business document.)
A general bequest directs that a specified
amount of money or a specified percentage of your estate be paid to a particular
beneficiary. As a primary charge against
an estate, a general bequest must be satisfied even if property must be sold to
obtain the cash. Bequests of certain percentages of cash in an estate are therefore
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often preferable to bequests of absolute
amounts.
A residuary bequest directs that a beneficiary (or beneficiaries) receive all that
remains in an estate after payment of
funeral costs, debts, taxes, administration
and settlement costs – and specific and
general bequests.
An absolute bequest has “no strings
attached,” but the intended beneficiary
may, of course, die before you.
So a contingent beneficiary may be
named in your will – to receive the
bequest intended for the primary beneficiary in the event the latter dies first. Under
the laws of most states, if a beneficiary of
your will dies before you, that bequest will
be void and the property will pass to any
residuary beneficiary you have named. If
the residuary beneficiary has not survived,
the property may pass under the intestacy
laws of your state. We like to feel that, in
your planning, you may consider naming
us as a primary or contingent beneficiary
of a part of your estate.
An immediate bequest is payable immediately after your death.
A deferred bequest is, of course, payable
at some future time.
You can award income from a property
to one beneficiary for life (an immediate
bequest), with the property itself to pass
to a second beneficiary after the death of
the first (a deferred bequest).

BEQUESTS FOR OUR FUTURE
Your bequest for our future benefit can
take any of these forms.
A specific property can be bequeathed
to charity and in many instances this is a
very warm and satisfying type of gift. But
if you do include specific bequests in your
will, keep in mind a legal doctrine known
as “ademption.” If the exact property
bequeathed is not in your estate at the
time of your death, the bequest may fail
and the beneficiary take nothing.
A monetary bequest to charity is most
common. This is simply a direction that
the charity be paid a specified sum of
money. All monetary bequests pose the
difficult problem of being absolute and
fixed, while the value of the estate is variable and changes from week to week. You
may want to consider whether a bequest
of a percentage of your estate is a better
expression of your desires than the
typical monetary bequest of a fixed
amount.
Bequeathing to charity the residue of an
estate is also a popular form of bequest.
As was previously pointed out, the
residue is what is left of an estate after
paying settlement costs, debts, taxes, specific bequests and general bequests. If you
wish, you can bequeath specified percentages of your residuary estate to the persons or institutions you’d like to benefit.
Most bequests to charities are absolute.
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There is little if any need for a contingent
beneficiary because the charities rarely
die. However, you can condition your
charitable bequests upon the charity being
a qualified tax-exempt organization at the
time of your death – or you can impose
other conditions and contingencies.
We invite you to discuss with our staff
any conditions, contingencies or restrictions you may desire to place upon your
bequest to us. Indeed, we may be able to
point out special purposes for your
bequest that will add greatly to your own
sense of personal satisfaction.
A contingent bequest to a charitable
organization can be an excellent planning
technique. For example, you may make a
bequest to a spouse, son, daughter or
other person – and direct that the bequest
be paid to us if the primary beneficiary is
not living at the time of your death.
Along this line, consider the possible
use of a disclaimer in a bequest to an individual. This is simply a clause in your will
permitting the beneficiary to disclaim
(decline) a bequest in our favor. The
choice lies with the beneficiary and favorable tax consequences can generally flow
to your estate if such a disclaimer is
made.
A deferred charitable bequest should
also be considered in preparing your
thoughtful will. A deferred bequest can
take many different forms and we will be
happy to discuss this whole opportunity

with you at your convenience. Later in
this booklet, the most popular forms of
deferred charitable bequest are briefly discussed. But keep in mind that there are
other possibilities.
Finally, you may want to consider a
bequest that will provide income benefits
to us for a period of years specified by you
– at the end of which period the property
producing the income will be paid to your
family. This can be an excellent technique
for continuing your lifetime support – and
the estate tax and income tax benefits can
be very rewarding.
All in all, there are many benefits that
can result from including us in your
thoughtful will – in a way that does not
adversely affect the security you may
want to provide for your family.
The use of any of these kinds of
“deferred” bequests for our future benefit
can bring donors not only a warm feeling
of deep personal satisfaction but also dramatic income tax savings and, in many
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instances, very significant reductions in
“death tax” liability.
So let’s have a brief look at the nature
and scope of “death taxes.”

FEDERAL ESTATE TAX
Your thoughtful will should recognize
the possible impact of death taxes – and
in some cases should be planned to minimize this impact. For persons dying with
large estates, the U.S. government levies
a death tax called the “federal estate tax”
and many states also impose a separate
inheritance or estate tax.
Congress has passed legislation that
provides an exemption from federal estate
taxes for taxable estates totaling $5.12
million or less. The maximum estate tax
rate is now 35%, above the $5.12 million
mark. A $5.12 million exemption also
now applies to federal gift tax and generation-skipping transfer tax, and the 35%
top rate will apply to both of these taxes.
The $5.12 million exemption from estate
taxes means that only a few thousand
estates per year will be liable for estate
tax. A surviving spouse now can “inherit” any unused estate tax exemption from
the first spouse to die without the need
for special trusts or other planning – if an
election is made on an estate tax return
filed for the first spouse. Thus, married
couples together could shelter more than
to $10 million from federal estate tax.

Only one “inherited” credit is permitted,
however, even where a wife or husband
outlives more than one spouse.
Everyone should understand the scope
of the federal estate tax. The fair market
value of everything you own is added
together and the tax, after certain deductions, is applied to this gross value.
It includes the value of your:
n

Home(s) and other real estate

n

Stocks and bonds

n

Savings and checking accounts

n

Business interests

n

Deferred compensation

n

Life insurance proceeds

n

Jointly owned property

Personal property (including cars,
furniture, antiques, paintings, china,
stamp and coin collections, etc.)

n

The full value of life insurance proceeds
from policies you own on your own life
is included in your gross estate. If you
give a policy on your life to someone else
within three years of the date of your
death, the proceeds still will be included
in your gross estate.
One-half of the value of property
owned jointly with your spouse will be
included in the estate of the first spouse
to die. The full value of property owned
jointly with someone other than your
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spouse is included in your gross estate,
unless the estate can affirmatively prove
that the surviving owner made contributions to the purchase of the property.
Three deductions may be available to
reduce the size of your taxable estate.
Debts and Costs of Estate Administration.
All the costs incurred in settling your
estate and any debts payable by your
estate are deductible.
Marital Deduction. The federal estate
tax marital deduction permits a married
person to leave up to 100% of his or her
estate to the surviving spouse – free of
estate tax.
Charitable Deduction. The value of any
bequest to charity is also deductible for
estate tax purposes. There is no limit to
the number or value of such “charitable
deductions.”

TRUSTS
In your will you can create one or more
trusts for your beneficiaries.
A “trust” is simply an arrangement
whereby all or some of your property will
be transferred at your death to a trustee.
The trustee will hold, manage and administer such trust property for the benefit of
any persons or organizations you name.
Property goes to

STATE DEATH TAXES
State death taxes will possibly be applicable to your estate even if the federal
estate tax is not applicable. In widest use
is the state inheritance tax on the share of
an estate going to an individual heir or
other beneficiary. Not uncommon is the
state estate tax, patterned after the federal
estate tax but at much lower rates. And
there are still other forms of state death
tax – most of which, like the federal estate
tax, provide liberal deductions for
bequests made to charity.

TRUSTEE
for investment and management
Income is paid by the Trustee to
INCOME BENEFICIARIES
named by you
Principal can also be paid to
INCOME BENEFICIARIES
named by you
When trust terminates, all assets are paid to
REMAINDER BENEFICIARIES
named by you
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Assume you are a husband. You want
to provide full financial security for your
wife. And you want what remains of your
property at her death to pass to your children, but only when they reach age 35. So
in your will, you create a trust into which
most of your property will pass when you
die. In your will you also nominate the
trustee – and you instruct the trustee to
pay to your widow all of the trust income
and as much of its principal as she may
need for her comfortable support. The
trustee will take care of investments and
management, give your widow periodic
reports, even attend to her personal
finances in times of illness or disability.
After your wife’s death the trust can continue for your children, with all income
and needed principal being paid to them
until they reach the specified age. At that
time all trust property will be distributed
to your children and the trust will end.

can be paid out, and dictate how long the
trust will last and how the property will
be distributed when it ends. Trusts are so
flexible that it is difficult to categorize
them. However, broadly speaking, most
trusts set up by a will fall into one of four
categories.
First. A trust can be designed to give
flexible financial security to a spouse for
his or her life and have the property pass
to children at the death of the spouse –
with no settlement costs and no estate
taxes imposed on the trust at that time.
The possibilities are almost limitless. Here
are a few:
Income can be paid absolutely to the
spouse; it can be paid in the discretion of
the trustee or the spouse, or income can
simply be accumulated in the trust.
Principal can be paid to the spouse for
certain specific purposes or whenever it
seems necessary for the comfortable support of the spouse in the trustee’s judgment. Principal can also be paid to other
beneficiaries during the life of the trust.

Although legal ownership of trust property resides technically in the trustee, it is
you who define the trust and name the
trustee, name the income beneficiaries
and the remainder beneficiaries, define
the rights of the beneficiaries and direct
how long the trust is to last. Thus, the
trustee has no real economic interest in
the trust.

Remainder beneficiaries can be specifically
designated in the will, or the spouse or
some other person may be permitted to
select the ultimate beneficiaries from within a defined class or group of persons.

With your attorney’s help, you tailor the
trust to your every goal, define the
trustee’s powers, direct exactly how
income will be distributed, define the circumstances in which parts of the principal

Second. A trust can be established for a
spouse in a manner that will cause the
trust to qualify for the federal estate tax
marital deduction. Often, such a trust will
direct that all income be paid to the
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spouse for life and also give the spouse a
broad right to withdraw principal or designate the ultimate beneficiaries. Or the
first spouse to die can earmark the ultimate beneficiaries, under an arrangement
known as a “QTIP” trust. The surviving
spouse must receive all the trust income
from a QTIP trust.
Third. A trust can be set up to control
property for several future generations.
A trust can last for the life of a spouse, for
the lives of children and the lives of
grandchildren living when the trust
becomes effective.
Fourth. A special form of trust can be
established to provide annuity or income
benefits for family members and ultimately pass to an organization such as ours.
These special charitable remainder trusts
offer substantial tax benefits and are discussed in the following section.

CHARITABLE TRUSTS
There are two basic types of charitable
remainder trusts that can be set up in
your will – or during life – and that provide major tax benefits and other financial
rewards.
The first type of charitable trust, called
an annuity trust, must provide that a specific dollar amount, equal to at least 5% of
the value of the property you place in the
trust, be paid annually to the individual

income beneficiary whom you name. This
is a guaranteed payment made without
regard to the investment experience of the
trust. The income beneficiary can anticipate and rely upon the receipt of the specific amount each year for the duration of
the trust.
The second type of charitable trust,
called a unitrust, must provide that, each
year, a specific percentage (at least 5%) of
the value of the trust assets be paid to the
individual income beneficiary whom you
name. If, for example, your will bequeaths
$200,000 to a trust and you direct that 5%
of the value be paid to your spouse for
life, he or she will receive $10,000 in the
first year. If the value of the trust increases
to $250,000, your spouse will receive
$12,500 in that year. And each year thereafter he or she will receive 5% of the
changing value of the trust.
Both the annuity trust and unitrust are
tax-exempt trusts, and that fact may be
extremely helpful to your beneficiaries.
Heirs who receive U.S. savings bonds or
benefits from an IRA will have to pay
income taxes on part or all the money
they receive. Savings bonds and IRA benefits can be transferred to a charitable
trust at death, however, and the trustee
won’t have to send a nickel of tax to the
IRS. All proceeds can be invested to provide a good income to friends or family
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members for life or a fixed term of years.
The trust you set up by will also can save
considerable “death taxes.”

Representative Tax Deductions From
Unitrust Funded With $100,000

Whether you choose the annuity trust
or the unitrust, the charitable organization
named as remainder beneficiary receives
nothing until the individual benefits terminate – usually at the death of the individual beneficiary. At that time everything
left in the trust will pass to the charitable
organization.

5% Payout 6% Payout 7% Payout 8% Payout
Age of
to
to
to
to
Beneficiary Beneficiary Beneficiary Beneficiary Beneficiary

AMOUNT OF TAX DEDUCTION
A charitable trust created by your will,
even though the charitable benefit is
deferred for a long period of time, gives
rise to a substantial federal estate tax
deduction. The exact amount depends
upon the value of your bequest, the
amount annually payable to your income
beneficiary and the length of time such
payments continue. But, although the
amount of deduction varies from case to
case, it remains certain that the trust will
permit you to benefit our future and possibly increase your family’s spendable
income.
The following tables show the approximate amount of the value of your bequest
your estate can deduct. Deductions
assume a 3% federal interest rate and
quarterly payments.

Trust for Life of a Single Beneficiary

50

$26,521

$21,120

$17,044

$13,942

55

32,052

26,331

21,861

18,346

60

38,267

32,362

27,593

23,721

65

45,057

39,135

34,196

30,064

70

52,478

46,756

41,835

37,594

75

60,281

54,992

50,314

46,169

80

67,893

63,222

58,983

55,132

Trust for Joint Lives of
Two Income Beneficiaries
Ages
Deduction if Beneficiaries Receive:
of Both
5%
6%
7%
8%
Beneficiaries Annually Annually Annually Annually
60

$27,604

$ 21,606

65

33,940

27,630

22,575

18,518

70

41,255

34,852

29,524

25,088

75

49,376

43,154

37,794

33,174

80

57,829

52,068

46,946

42,392
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USE TAX-BURDENED ASSETS
FOR CHARITABLE BEQUESTS
Charitable bequests certainly can add
meaning to any will. But it is important to
give some thought to what kind of property you bequeath to charity, since a well
planned charitable bequest also can have
favorable income tax and estate tax consequences.
The first point to remember is that charitable bequests are 100% deductible for
estate tax purposes, regardless of what
kind of property you leave. But it is also
important to keep in mind that organizations such as ours are tax exempt. This
means that it makes good sense to
bequeath to us property that might cause
income tax problems for your other beneficiaries. For example, “income in respect
of a decedent” – IRAs and other retirement accounts, savings bonds with unreported interest, or accounts receivable –
can result in income taxes if paid to a family beneficiary. By choosing these items
for your charitable bequest for our benefit, however, you’ll avoid any income
taxes – a move that can leave more for
your other beneficiaries than if you had
simply given us a cash bequest.
Remember that under the tax laws there
are certain items that you should always
leave to charity by will, rather than contribute during life. A lifetime gift of tangible personal property (a painting, boat or
stamp collection, for example) might not

be fully deductible for income tax purposes if it bore no relation to our charitable
functions. But you can bequeath such
property to us and be assured of an estate
tax deduction for the item’s full market
value.

A WILL IS ONLY PART
OF AN ESTATE PLAN
It is important that all of your assets,
including your life insurance, employee
death benefits and jointly owned property, be coordinated in the single, overall
estate plan. Your will alone cannot do the
job because it controls the disposition of
only your probate assets. Your life insurance will pass to the named beneficiary –
absolutely or under a settlement option
selected by you. Your employee benefits
will go to the named beneficiary and, of
course, jointly owned property will go
automatically to the surviving joint
owner.
Life insurance proceeds paid outright to
your beneficiary can be subject to federal
estate tax at your death and again when
your beneficiary dies.
So treat your life insurance as you do
your other valuable assets (real estate,
securities, cash, etc.). Even though property left outright to your spouse will escape
estate tax at your death because of the
unlimited marital deduction, any amount
left to your spouse, in excess of the
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amount sheltered by his or her unified
credit, will be taxed fully when your
spouse dies (absent remarriage). Therefore
you may wish to leave such property
(including life insurance) in a trust that
can benefit your spouse for life and avoid
a second estate tax when your spouse dies.
There are also favorable tax consequences
with a charitable bequest of insurance.

REVOCABLE LIVING
TRUSTS GAIN POPULARITY
One way of coordinating your will with
many of your other assets is to use a
“revocable” trust (one you can revoke,
recall, change or cancel – at any time – as
long as you live) as the cornerstone of
your thoughtful and effective estate plan.
Here’s how the revocable living trust
idea can work:
First you create the trust during your
life – and in the trust agreement you
direct exactly how you want trust property to be used after your death. You can
name the trust as the beneficiary of your
life insurance (and perhaps of your
employee benefits). Your will can direct
that certain of your securities, savings or
real estate be paid into the trust at the
time of your death. The objective is to get
your major assets into the trust – where
they can be managed by a trustee under
one carefully planned trust agreement
designed to provide financial security for

your beneficiaries. Assets placed in trust
during your lifetime will escape the costs
and delays associated with probate.
During your life the trust can be
unfunded if you like – a mere empty
receptacle. Or you can use it for investment management. As we said, you retain
the right to change or revoke the trust at
any time during your life. At your death,
the trust becomes absolute and irrevocable – its primary function being to provide for your designated beneficiaries.
Here’s a specific example:
Mrs. G wanted to provide financial
security for her daughter and grandchildren – and also to support our endeavors.
But her own security, of course, came first.
During her life she set up a revocable
trust. She placed certain investments in
the trust to gain professional money management for herself. She, of course, could
take out income or principal, change the
trust or completely revoke it. She named
the trust as beneficiary of her life insurance. And she executed a new will that
provided that most of her property would
go to the trust at her death.
At Mrs. G’s death, the trustee was
directed to receive all the property and to
divide all the property into two funds –
Trust I and Trust II.
Trust I was to be for the exclusive benefit of Mrs. G’s daughter and grandchildren: The daughter would get all the
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income from Trust I for life and be able to
withdraw whatever principal she might
need for her comfortable support and for
the support of the children. At the death
of the daughter, the trust would continue
until the children reached a specified age.
At that time all the property would be
transferred to them.
Trust II was to be used to pay lifetime
income benefits to the daughter, with the
property passing to us after the daughter’s death.

KEEPING YOUR WILL UP TO DATE
Your will is a vitally important “tool”
only to the extent that – and only so long
as – it expresses your current objectives,
your current circumstances and the current status of your beneficiaries.
So review your will often – every year
or so – to be sure it’s still up to date. Has
a beneficiary died? Has the size or nature
of your estate changed? Is your executor
still living and qualified? Have the needs
of any of your beneficiaries changed?
Have there been any changes in your own
objectives or obligations?
It’s important that your will be in harmony with the laws of your state and
with those of the federal government.
Since you last reviewed your will, have
there been relevant changes in your state’s
laws? Have you moved to a different
state? Might your will be affected by

Congressional changes in the tax law? Or by
court decisions? Or by rulings of the Internal
Revenue Service? How about a bequest
that promised good tax consequences yesterday? Might it result in poor or uncertain
tax consequences today or tomorrow?
If you wish to change your will, meet
with your attorney as promptly as possible. Your attorney can help you change
your will by making additions (called
“codicils”) – to clarify, alter, add to, take
from or eliminate any of the provisions of
your will. Remember that a codicil must
be executed with the same formality as an
entire will; indeed, when admitted to probate, a codicil is actually a part of the
body of the will itself.
A codicil is a good means of amending
your will in minor ways, but should not
be used for major or complex changes. If
the latter are desired, a new will is preferable. In either event, it is wise to respect
your attorney’s guidance.

CHOOSING YOUR EXECUTOR
Much of the extensive thought that
should go into the planning of every will
should be devoted to the careful choosing
of an executor (personal representative at
death).
The person or institution whom you
nominate in your will to be your executor
will be your legal representative after
your death. Your executor will be legally
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responsible for settling your estate – and
for carrying out all the provisions of your
will.
And that won’t be easy. Your executor
will have to collect and preserve assets,
wind up accounting procedures, file tax
returns and worry about investments and
cash needs.
Ideally, your executor will be not only
fully competent to perform such tasks, but
also sincerely disposed and motivated to
meet the important and unique needs of
your particular beneficiaries, including
helping them with any special problems
that may arise after your death.
You may nominate your husband or
wife as your executor – or a competent
and experienced friend or relative – or the
trust department of a bank. Or you may
wish to follow the example of many who
name a spouse, friend or relative together
with the trust department of a bank – to
serve as co-executors.
In any event, take the time – as a favor to
your beneficiaries – to make certain that the
person, organization or combination you
nominate as your executor or co-executors
is capable of really meeting and handling
the difficulties and responsibilities of the
office. Your thoughtfulness in selecting an
executor will be well-rewarded.
And be sure to give your executor the
powers that will be needed to carry out
the responsibilities of the job. The laws of

your state prescribe the general powers of
an executor. But if you have special needs
(e.g., running a business after your death
or special investments you want to
retain), make sure your will clearly gives
the executor powers in excess of those
given by state law.

CHOOSING YOUR TRUSTEE
If you use a trust in your estate plan,
your trustee should be as skilled, competent and experienced as the executor of
your estate. Both should have investment
ability, tax knowledge, good judgment,
integrity, financial responsibility, business
experience and time to do the job. Failure
to name such a person or institution (or
both – to serve as co-trustees) can be a
very costly mistake.

A VALID WILL OBSERVES
CERTAIN FORMALITIES
Must you be an adult to execute a valid
will? In most states a person at least 18
years of age – or even younger – may
make a will. In some states the age
requirement depends upon whether the
will disposes of personal property or real
estate, whether you are serving in the
armed forces, or whether you’re married.
The important point, here, is simply that
every adult of sound mind may make a
will – and every adult should.
Can you make a valid will if you are “unduly
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influenced”? No. Any will made under
duress or undue influence can be voided.
And if you are willfully deceived by a
would-be beneficiary, as to the content of
the will or the alleged “facts” responsible
for the mode of property distribution you
choose, the will is likewise invalid.
Will your will be “probated” – and what
does that mean? Yes. When you die, your
will must be filed before an officer of a
court in the state where you lived. The
petition to “probate” (from the Latin verb
probare, meaning “to test and find good”
or “to prove”) involves:
n

the court’s determination of the will’s
validity or invalidity, generally after
notice to all persons who might want to
contest the validity of the will;

n

the court’s appointment of the executor
nominated in the will (or appointment
of an administrator if the will nominates no executor);

n

a filing of a notice to creditors, fixing a
time limit for presenting claims against
the estate;

n

the filing of asset inventories, proof of
taking certain required steps, and
important reports and related papers;
and

n

the court’s interpretation of the will, the
supervision of distributions directed by
the will and passing upon a final
accounting that must generally be filed
by the executor.

All these sometimes lengthy and formal
probate procedures are an important
means of preventing fraud – of safeguarding and accomplishing, after your death,
those personal objectives expressed in
your will.
Must your will be typewritten? handwritten? signed? Most wills are typed and generally should be. But you can write a valid
will with pen or pencil, in any language,
if it constitutes a readable, understandable, fairly permanent record. Your “signature” could be valid even if it were
illegible, abbreviated, initials, a “mark” or
fingerprint, even if another person guided
your hand. Most states permit your “signature” anywhere in a will, not just at the
end, if it is your genuine intent to sign.
But the particular law of your state
decides exactly what must be done to
have a valid will. You will need the advice
of your attorney.
Must your will be witnessed? And who’s
qualified to do so? In most states your will
must be witnessed by two persons. Some
states require three witnesses. Some states
require that you sign your will in the
presence of witnesses. Most states, however, permit witnesses merely to acknowledge the signature. You should ask the
witnesses to serve as such and tell them
the document is in fact your will. After
you sign, the witnesses must sign in your
presence and, in some states, in the
presence of each other. It sounds like
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meaningless formality; but, to have a valid
will, all these requirements must be met.
Choose witnesses whom you know,
who are known in your community for
their good character and who are likely to
outlive you and to remain in the jurisdiction. Witnesses should not have an interest in your will or be your executor or
trustee, be related to you by blood or marriage, be underage, be mentally incompetent or have been convicted of a crime.
If you make a new will, what happens to
your old one? Making a new will doesn’t
automatically revoke an earlier one, but it
does revoke any provision of the earlier
one that the new one contradicts.
If your new will merely adds provisions,
generally it will be considered a codicil
and construed with the earlier one. To
revoke all of the earlier will, your new
one should clearly state that all wills previously made by you are revoked.
Are there other ways to revoke your will?
You (or, in most states, someone in your
presence and at your direction) can revoke
your will by physically destroying it. But,
just as state laws establish formalities for
executing wills, so do they govern their
revocation – to prevent fraudulent destruction. So your genuine intent to revoke
must accompany physical destruction.
What else can revoke all or part of your
will? Mere circumstance. Revocation can
be simply “implied by law.” Divorce or
annulment may revoke a will.

Can you disinherit your spouse or children?
In most states a surviving spouse can elect
to take the share (if any) specified in the
will or the benefits to which he or she
would have been legally entitled if there
had been no will. So in effect you cannot
disinherit a spouse. But every state law is
different. The rules respecting children are
less severe. In most states you could name
or ignore your children in your will, or
give more to some than to others. But
under other state laws your children
would have to be at least “mentioned” in
your will, and a child not so “mentioned”
could legally claim approximately the benefits to which he or she would have been
entitled if there had been no will.
Generally, the same would be true for children born after execution of the will and
not provided for or mentioned in the will.
Who might contest your will? Your will
may be contested by anyone “interested”
or “aggrieved.” This is usually an heir to
whom the will grants a smaller share of
the estate than the share to which he or
she would have been entitled under law if
there had been no will. It is generally held
that a person who would ordinarily be
entitled to contest a will is blocked from
doing so if he or she accepts benefits
under the will or enters into an agreement
not to contest.
Which state law is applicable in deciding on
the validity of your will? In helping you
plan your estate and draft your will, your
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attorney must generally consider the laws
of more than one state. Generally speaking, the laws of the state where you are
domiciled at your death will be applicable.
If real estate is involved, however, your
will must generally be executed and witnessed as required by the laws of the state
in which the real property is located. But
some states will give effect to a will executed under the law of the place of execution – or of the state in which you lived
when your will was executed or at the
time of your death – even though the will
is not in accordance with the laws of the
state in which the property is located.
A will disposing of personal property,
on the other hand, generally must be
valid under the laws of the state in which
you reside at death. But some states provide that a will passing personal property
may also be executed according to the
laws of either the place of execution or the
state in which you lived at the time of
execution.
Even if your will remains valid in the
state to which you move, practical problems may arise. If, for example, you execute your will in Indiana and name an
Indiana friend as your executor – and
then move to and die in Oregon – it will
be necessary to probate your will in
Oregon (your domicile at death). If
Oregon permits your nonresident executor to serve, he would have to go to
Oregon to carry out his duties, involving

expenses that might be allowed against
your estate. If your Indiana executor didn’t
want to qualify or couldn’t under Oregon
law, the Oregon court would appoint an
administrator (obviously not of your
choice) to carry out the provisions of an
unfamiliar will.
Can you provide in your will for your
funeral? Yes, but there are several reasons
why your attorney may recommend that
you state separately (not in your will)
your funeral and interment or cremation
preferences.
Is there a limit to what you can give to
charity? Some states limit the amount of
an estate you can leave for out-of-family
charitable purposes. Family members
protected under such laws must survive
you; only they can object to your out-offamily bequests or waive such objection.
What if you and your beneficiary should die
simultaneously? If you and your beneficiary
should die simultaneously (as in a “common disaster”), your property will pass to
alternative beneficiaries named in your
will – or, if there is no alternative beneficiary, it will go to your estate.
State law generally presumes in such
cases that the beneficiary died first. This
may be a sound presumption in most
cases; but, if your spouse is the beneficiary, the tax advantage of the marital
deduction will be lost. Your attorney can
help you reverse the normal presumption
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with a specific provision in your will that
your spouse, in such an event, would be
presumed to have survived you. In such
an instance your estate would not lose the
benefit of the marital deduction.
What about tax allocations? Laws of many
states make clear that charitable bequests
and bequests qualifying for the marital
deduction are not subject to death taxes. In
other states a will should explicitly provide
that a bequest to charity should be relieved
of any obligation to pay death taxes.
Otherwise a vicious circle would be created: the amount of tax would depend upon
the amount of the charitable deduction and
the amount of the charitable deduction
would depend upon the amount of tax.
Where should your will be kept? You may
wish to keep a copy at home for easy periodic review, but the original might well be
kept in your attorney’s files or by the
bank trust department you may have
named as your executor. The important
considerations are that your will be safe
from theft or fire and that responsible persons know where to find your will after
your death.
Again – your own thoughtfulness + a
good executor (+ a good trustee if you use
a trust) = a good will. The relatively few
formalities required for a valid will are a

small price to pay for a foolproof plan for
the careful distribution of your property in
accord with your desires. A competent,
experienced attorney will include all legal
provisions needed to accomplish your
objectives, provide for various contingencies, define the legal powers you want
your executor and trustee to have, designate sources of funds with which to pay
debts, costs and taxes, etc.
And a competent, experienced friend
or relative, attorney or trust department
of a bank, named as executor or coexecutors to administer your estate (and
a comparably qualified trustee if you use
a trust), can complete the process that
can comfortingly ensure the successful
execution of your entire estate plan.
We hope you will decide to include in
your will a bequest for our benefit. And
we would be grateful to hear of your
decision. Being able to determine the
extent of the testamentary support we
may expect to receive from our friends in
future years is of great importance to us
– and to those we serve.
If you wish to restrict your bequest to a
specific purpose, please feel free to ask
us about the many opportunities to make
a deeply satisfying, personally planned
bequest.
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RATE YOUR ESTATE PLAN
Here is a quick way to rate the effectiveness of your current estate plan.
Add up your score and rate yourself on the plans you have made for disposing of your estate and protecting your beneficiaries’ security.
Will/Living Trust. Score ten points if you have a will or living trust.
Persons who have revocable living trusts still need wills (to dispose of
assets not placed in trust and to name executors or guardians). Add five
points if you have stored your will or trust document in a fire-safe place
and notified responsible people of the location. Add five points if you
review your will or trust every year to ensure it remains up to date.

Score______

Life Insurance. Do you have enough protection for your beneficiaries?
Does your life insurance still serve its original purpose? Score five points if
you have reviewed your life insurance coverage in the last year.

Score______

Health Care Decisions. Give yourself five points if you have a living will
or health care power of attorney (arrangements for making health care
decisions if you are incapacitated).

Score______

Disability. Add five points if you have established a trust or general
durable power of attorney that allows others to make financial decisions
for you if you become incapacitated.

Score______

Special Beneficiaries. Subtract five points if you have not established
trusts or other arrangements to provide for beneficiaries (if any) who need
special care.

Score______

Business Interests. Subtract five points if you have not arranged for an
orderly transfer of business interests (if any) at death, including payment of
“death taxes.”

Score______

Net Worth. Add five points if you can estimate, within $20,000, your current net worth. If you expect that your estate will be subject to state or federal “death taxes,” subtract five points if you have not made plans to minimize these taxes.”

Score______

Worthwhile Causes. Give yourself two bonus points if you have
arranged through your will, trust or life insurance to continue your support for worthwhile causes and institutions after death.

Score______

Total Score

Total______

35–42, excellent; 30–34, good; 25–29, fair; less than 25 (or if you had to
subtract points), see an estate planning adviser at an early opportunity!
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NOTES

The materials contained in this booklet are intended to show only some of the ways you can benefit our
future and minimize your federal tax liability – with examples of anticipated federal tax liability. Thus,
you should not take any action without first consulting your attorney.
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